
Lautaro. Eric Jones, Mick Coffey, the Argentine Ernesto O’Reilly, 
and I crossed the southern Patagonian Icecap, covering a total distance 
of 300 miles on ice and taking 52 days in all. During this time Cerro 
Lautaro (11,089 feet) was climbed for the second tim e* and two vol
canoes were discovered. One of these was climbed and named Cerro 
Mimosa after the ship that brought the Welsh settlers to Patagonia. The 
following recounts the ascent of Lautaro on M arch 2: — The evening 
was fine. Eric Jones had risen at 1:30, 3:00 and 5:00 P.M .; each time 
the m ountain was covered by mists. This was our third week on the 
icecap and Cerro Lautaro— Eric Shipton’s “elusive volcano”— loomed 
6000 feet above the tiny tent. Our first two attempts were thwarted by 
mists and driving ice. New tactics were called for; Eric Jones, Mick Cof
fey and I left at eleven P.M. whilst it was dark and climbed part way up 
the mountain by torch light. By five A.M. we had reached a col at 9000 
feet. The three of us started to traverse around the ice slopes towards 
the Pacific, now just visible in the west. A gradual pink glow caught some 
of the higher ice flowers and Eric was quickly transposed into a world 
of back-lit, strangely carved, rosy ice trees. Two fissures of the volcano 
were smoking. Odious fumes of yellow sulphur made my throat feel 
weak. We had a brief rest whilst discussing the best route to the summit. 
F irst we roped down across a dangerous avalanche slope that showed 
signs of recent snow slides. Then across and up another slope, this 
time 55° but with usable jugs of ice for handholds— at least the majority 
were usable; others snapped with alarming suddenness and a fall would 
have resulted in severe cuts to the body. On the last rope-length, we 
climbed up ice overlying mud, a new and bizarre experience— if your 
foothold broke, you started scree glissading downwards. From  the sum
mit we could see 200 miles in each direction. To the west lay the 
Pacific, deep and azure blue. Closer the fjords flowed from  the icecap

* In Buenos Aires the English climbers were told by some one, but by 
neither Peter Skvarca nor Luciano Pera, the first-ascent party, that the Ar
gentines had not made the summit but had been turned back 150 meters from 
the top by nauseous sulpher fumes pouring out of five vents surrounding the 
summit. For that reason, the British reported in good faith they had been 
the first. There is no doubt in the mind of the Editor that the Argentines 
reached the summit of Lautaro on January 29, 1964 as reported in A.A.J., 
1964, p. 223. The Editor has carefully examined the Argentine summit 
photographs and there is no doubt of their having stood on the highest point.



through Chile and into this vast ocean. To the north and south the Andes 
stretched forever. In the east, Fitz Roy and Cerro Torre dominated the 
skyline. Sulphur fumes made our stay inhospitable. M ore vents poured 
out smoke and the mountain was coming to life. Cerro Lautaro was 
annoyed with these tiny figures that had dared to penetrate its mantle 
of ice and fire. Two days later we skied across to Cerro Mimosa, which 
had sulphur fumes pouring out near the top. The next day we started 
the return journey south toward the Viedma Glacier and eventually 
Lago Viedma. Knowing about the notorious Patagonian wind, we had 
a “reserve” parachute to pull the sledges back across the icecap. A l
though the winds were in fact quite gentle, they pulled the two sledges 
and the climbers along at a steady 15 knots for 40 miles before the 
wind dropped in the afternoon. By then we were at the back of Cerro 
Torre.
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